BASE SECTION ERECTION
INSTRUCTIONS WIDE SPAN SCAFFOLD

READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS SCAFFOLD
WARNING! FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY.

SET-UP SCAFFOLD BASE SECTION

A. Attach horizontal brace to outside of frame upright between top rung and rung below. Attach opposite end of brace to other frame at same height.

B. Attach horizontal-diagonal brace to the vertical post of one frame just above the first horizontal. Attach other end of brace to opposite side of other frame at the same height. Repeat with other horizontal-diagonal brace to form an “X”.

C. Attach one pair of diagonal braces on one side of base section frame rungs to form an “X.” Repeat with remaining pair of diagonal braces on other side of the base section.

D. Place platforms at desired height on scaffold by placing hooks of platform on rungs of frame.

E. Place horizontal braces on rungs of frames to act as guard rails.

NOTE: Never climb scaffold without at least 4 diagonal, 2 horizontal & 2 horizontal-diagonal braces in base section.

LEVEL SCAFFOLD & LOCK ADJUSTABLE LEGS

See “adjustable leg instruction label” located between first and second horizontals.

INSTALL GUARDRAILS AND TOEBOARDS

Osha Requires
Toeboards, Handrail and Screening
Check Osha & State Codes For Details of Requirement
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